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STATE OF MAINE
OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL
AUGUSTA

ALIEN REGISTRATION

Name: Stanley Semisky

Street Address: Prospect, Maine

City or Town: Prospect, Maine

How long in United States: 27 yrs.

How long in Maine: 24 yrs.

Born in: Warsaw, Poland

Date of Birth: 1875/3/15

If married, how many children: Five

Occupation: Laborer

Name of employer: Chas. F. Funkley

Address of employer: Trap

English: Speak Yes, Read Yes, Write Yes

Other languages: Russian, Polish

Have you made application for citizenship? No

Have you ever had military service? Yes

If so, where? Camp Owasco

When? 1918

Signature: Stanley Semisky

Witness: Howard E. Tannen

Date: July 6, 1920
ADJUTANT GENERAL

STATE OF MAINE

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

Dear Sir; Included in the Alien Registrations in this list, is the paper of Stanley Servisky.

Mr Servisky tells me that a local exemption board in Bangor, sometime in 1917 or 1918 told him that they found that his father, one Tunney Servisky of Chelsea Mass., had been Naturalized before he ('Stanley) became of age thus making the children all citizens.

I am told by his neighbors that his stepmother has his father's papers somewhere in Mass.

The fact that Stanley can not read or write made it impossible to secure the correct spelling of his father's given name, so I spelled it as it sounded to me.

Very truly yours,

Harvard E. Harriman

Harvard E. Harriman Chairman
Selectmen of Prospect